evidently possesses a good many of the qualities that are necessary for a popular medical writer. He has a lively and quick perception, a considerable fund of agreeable information, and an alert and active mind, that is ever on the search for whatever bears on his subject. With light and nimble wing, he skims the surface of a variety of topics ; never rudely brushing his feathers against any impediment in his way, nor encountering, save in the most peaceful collision, another brother of the quill.
The great defect of the present work is the utter want of unity or method in its execution. The imp of confusion seems to have been perched on the pen of the author, whenever he took it into his hand; and we might even fancy that it had more than once maliciously displaced the pages of the manuscript, when the knight had left his sanctum to repose. At the end of a chapter, the reader will not unfrequently find himself in uncertainty whether he understands the drift or meaning of his author's reflections ; nay, the thought may arise in his mind/;has the author himself quite formed his opinion on the subject which he has undertaken to discuss ?
There 
